Structural Transition of Trichocyte Keratin Intermediate Filaments During Development in the Hair Follicle.
The intermediate filaments (IF) in trichocyte (hard α-) keratin are unique amongst the various classes of IF in having not one but two topologically-distinct structures. The first is formed at an early stage of hair development in a reducing environment within the cells in the lower part of the follicle. The second structure occurs at a later stage of hair development in the upper part of the follicle, where there is a transition to an oxidizing environment. Crosslinking studies reveal that molecular slippage occurs within the IF upon oxidation and that this results in many cysteine residues lying in near axial alignment, thereby facilitating disulphide bond formation. The disulphide bonds so formed stabilize the assembly of IF molecules and convert the keratin fibre into a tough, resilient and insoluble structure suitable for its function in vivo as a thermo-regulator and a protector of the animal against its external environment.